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I·NTRODU:CTION . ··· · · .. · · - , · · ·. · 
This p~per is a further investigation of a problem out-
lined. iri -report ·number 6r:-3B9950-0942 to the Boeing Airplane 
C~mpany by F. P. Be·er, P. C. Paris _and L. _ Y •. Bahar. The 
purpose o·:f ·th:.e a·forementioned report was tp es~~bli.sh the 
-~,. ,.- ..... . 
. . 
pec .. essa·ry c·ondit~ .. on·s un,der: wh_ich ·two. Gaussian proc·esses of 
.. • . 
- .. -t ·- - • .• > • • ' • ~ • -
,.,:.. -
known power -s·pe_ct:ra· -w:ill produce; .equi_valent sequencings • 
.. 
.,. 
'Ultimately this would be used to find: _a_ wey.·to _:_:predict crC?-ck . 
. 
growth rate under ·a .random loading •. One of ·th·e conditions ·.,;, 
given· was ·that the· statistical distrib-µ~·:ion or r.i:s~s ~.n·d 
falls for t,.he 'two process~s 'mu·s.t be the same ·o 
·/· ' 
. .. - . ·. - . 
:Tn,f3 ·purpose'. of this pape-r,. th.e .. n, is th·e ·study of th,e· 
st:~·t·i .. stical distribution of th.e-- -:rises and -fa·11s for an. 
-- a.;:·hit-rary--_rafldom PFOG0SS • A seee'S solution, for_ the d_i$- ', , 
t.ribution is d·e·ve loped a:mtl the r.esul ts applied t_o the. ~x: .... ·· 
':atnple of an id:eal .low pass filter. 
_-pe·rforrned on. a.rt ·LG'P-30: .c·omp.uter. 
The computaticrns we,re 
..,, .. 
- ··-·· . 
.... .. 
_., 
•·:::~..,:. ·~ ··:···~. '.. ··'.:::.:.: :.::·:·: .• ·:'.· .::_ ·:.:~ .. :· 7:.-::.:·..;,~:~-.i.:.".;:.·-_ .- -., : _;_.: __ , .::.~. ·: - . .. ... , - _: ·.; ··:- -.,•:._:.::~ .. -:;;~:.: .• .,.. . ... - .. ,.,.. _-._,_: ...... - --- .-::..:.: :·.:·.-~-; 
·,P ; 
·.e:,.,, 
;,, ... ,._ .. ,. ·: 
" :~. ' ~-.' . 
. •, ~ 
-· . . .- ' ... . . . . .. ' ' . . .. : .. ,- .-· . ' ~-- . . . ... ' . . . .. - . 

















-· -·.. - --· .: -·· --:.. ..! •• :-· ·." :.- ;...·. -) 
• •• _I• •••'' ,,.. ' ,~.:.- • ,. .. :/. '.,,...·, .,. .. ~: ', ~-,, ... ·,·~ • .":~ 
·.,, 
) 
, .. 1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
6 
-·. I " ...... 
ti. 
The statistical, distribution of rises and falls is 
~ ~ 
given by the probability density function P(h) where 
. 
P(h)dh is. d·efined as the. probabi .. lity that a rise or fall in 
" going from one extremum of a random curve to the following 
extremum will lie in the interval ~, h+dh. ~ ... ~ 
' . \ 
Consider the random c·urv.~ y(t)- of Figure I ·where h is. 
· now-the O:ista.I1Ce from a given re1B.tive minimum to the 
fc.>;llowin.g ·rela·t.ive maximu.rni of the: curve. Introdu.ce. ·the 
.. , .. ., ..•.. - . ·-· . .. . . . . . 
-- -· ~ J.O{ = Expected ·number of minirria 
·:.,,. .. 
.-- unit t·ime in the interval 
per 
l ~~ I 
~JI..= 
'.o<. ~ a-~ o( + 11!(0( 
Expected riumber of ma~ima per 
unit time in the interval 
. 0( I ~ d" ~ o( I+ ..{_O( I 
r1-1) 
· Q, = Expected number of minima {Or 









and the followiD.g .. IT1aJ{:trnUJ11 ... _:.t.be-ti_ 
.... , ................. ·--· ····---·· .... .. -·, ... ;, ::· ...... :_:•-·--····-··-··--· ····-··-·---····--·· .. ··"·"·"·"··--·--··t .... -
'·--'-··-····--~-·-ttFfe··-·---mi-rii'rnurii · lies in the inter- .. .-.:·.· :·~:"" '.··. ~ .•. -."." ...• :·--: ...... , _:· __ : : : .. :·.:··-_-;,, ... _ ... , .. : :·· : ·.-·. ::; : .... : 
J.' 
· •.. 
.: '..~.-- - !~· .. -:-.. ,.. ',. ,·•·.,, .~; •• ;:.'.\ ..• :. -.: •• ·; .• .;.: ; ~'.·.~ •. , •.•• :. ..•. ,;. 
val «, 't' ~+~ and· the maximum 
, in the interval o<''ef'o<lrlio<' (1-4) 
iThet1. the·: pro't)atb.:Ll.ity -dm. si ty of having a rise h between a 
minimum and the following maximlJIJI i.s obtained by setting 
ot..
1
= o<. + L and f o:rming 
'· . ~ 
~-
.. 
,,. __ _ 
·r· 
:, ,, ' 
-&i··· v·e·n "' b .. : . :_·: 
..... 
'· ... -
. _,._ . .,- . -· .•. . . - ··:-·- -·- -···--- - - ' ... ' -·.'· ... ; -- _, ',·.' 
=~.-.. ::c-• •• ; •"• •" ;••·'• ·. -·-·· ... "'··• , -~ :·::.-;•·;~·'··-··•-v -•~ ~- :.: .. ·--~•• •h,,.., • jO• • •.•:-. ._~"..,; •• •-••··•'•-••--•-••••.--,• •• •·•· ......... . 
.. • _ ...... ····; . ' ... . ..... :: .. -~: ._., .. - . .. -······ -. ,• . ;r;······ ~ ...... _, ...... :·.--·--· .,;,,;; 
'- ·:-- -~;·_~. "'.- ,•,• .... ~ 
\ 
. .. . -.. ~~. - ... -' .. -. - '. ·. ,, 
. ,.,·~:~:·.:.~~:-~· ... -:~~~~~~~·2:..~-"~.;:·~~,·~]:•: 
i 
• ,1 





.. ,,, -~ ':"" ...... ~4 ·t:t:-~~ ·= ?c, ·; :;" .. ~ •• :.~ •. ., •• _..~ ~. ~ :· . ,_ .,, ..... ;::··~--'..~ - ·----.? ,. : --:~ ·-····: ·--- ..... : ·;-· .. . ... ,. . . ·:· ..... - .. .. ; =· . ~f"'' ·. ;_ .. . ..  ..... . ;· 
I . "'' . . . . . ,. . . 
. To evaluat·e Po< the "inclusion and exclu~ion ·p~ip- :~~ 
) 
.~-
eiple" is ·applied. First consider the joint probability 
density of having a minimum at y =°' ~- t ~~- and a maximum 
I 
a:.t y = o< , t ~ t;. Denote this 1densi ty by 
;. ,,. 
·I 
Prob (Mint= 9, y =O(; M~x t =C, 'y =o( )~· (1-6) 
l 
'4 
Thi·s- is. n~t, h~weyer, the p~obability dens~ty Of havi~g' 
we,' 
-
at y =«' , t =~ ,. the first ,maximum following the mini-
.. -
~ :.. ' 
- - - - • • .., - I 
mum at _y =°', t =0, for it does not _-take into conside·ra-
,. 
tion. the case where the first maximum occurs at er, where <T·. 
lie ..·s. in the interval o<a<r. • Hence,. this is an overestim-
- (:$;i . . ~ • • - •.. 
. ate of the probability"·den.sit-y of having the first maximum 
·at y =Ol. 1 , t = G' and so the probability density of having 
·one other maximu the interval o~i<c must be subtracted,· 
-
exd. uding. this -case. This probability dena ty 
• • 'J·' ,; 
is·denoted by 







f ?; . 0 :t'n»t.(M~., "C=o,J=oc'; Mo." -t. =b r=o<; Ma.~ i: G') «£~ (1-7) ~ 
-:: 
. 
_ .... , .. ::,_ .......... , ........... B.u.t, ... n9:W .. °td:)..Q_. muc.-b ...... h~P: ~b.~an .. e_xcluded .. ,. _$i.nc .. e ... ~,.a~ .. cu:rv.e._,:.;hay_.ing ___ t_wo .... ·--·--··-'" ...... , .. : 
.• 
maxima in ·the interval ... O~.:t(ti will ·be e~cluded 2! times. 
Hence; (1/2!) times the probability· of having t·wo maxima in : ~ 
t.he ·interval o<.t<"G ·must be added. Again too much has 
been included and {1/3I) times the pr9babilit_y 9f having 
, .. 
t.hree _m_axim~ in. t,h.e · i.n.t:erval O<:l:< 9G' .mu~ t be., excl uded. <: 
.,. 
• ,,,. l'' ""''.; ,, •. 
. ' 
Continuin:g in thi.~: way and then integrating· the resulting 
series_ ove.r .. the·_ .i·nterva~ O<.?.< T. , le~t-i:ng- T ap.proach ·· ·· --- · ·· 
,, ~-----f'- ~-
... -. ·, -!- " 
infinity and dividing the result by Q , 'the expected 
i.· 
.f . 
-- -+--~·-·- -·--:-···· - ··-·:·:· ~-·-- ........... ·-· --.--c,--. -·-----··--··· -·· -··· . __ -~-·· .·. -• 














.• <I> \ ,., 
j 
• " 
....... ,, ... ;~ ••••• ·:· •.. ··•. ··~"· ...• - ···-·: .•. '"';-". ' ... -· .,.:.:.~··:'··"" '. •• '"'.'. -~·:;· __ : ,;~.;, :·'.·'·_:::: .. ~·-··i;:_:_ :· ._ ... '.;;.:~/~·~.::" '.~: :··"';' .. , ···: .: .. : ........ : ... ,: .. ~-, . .,.,~-f.:.·~t:"" . ...; ,_,, .... , .. --,........... ...... . .. ,·,~ - ''" . - - - - .- ·-·· ... , ....... -, ,_.,,•,, .••••• ~;,,·.#.i~-·~~, .•. ,:_-:,. .... ,., .... _.:······''"·:. :· _· ... -.. •.: •. ~:·:?"··~ . __ .. - -···- ~ -.~·-===· ·-." ~-: - - : . 
. 
~-'. 
- ' . ·-""=· .... 1-·. . : ~- '{!/i 
::1.· 






L/ 1':1: J. ~t?,(T)-'.Pz.(T)+£l ~3(T)-ki~+tr)-,. ... J(l-8) 
i ________ Q ~ ~ 
where 
. . -r: 
- .. . 
-:P, (T) == J o:el't.ob ( M~ "C: 0~ ~=(; Mo.)l ,t:?; .,_4=ot'}'~-~-L1=:9_) 
T -~ . ~ :1. -
?t. (T) :- ~:r; 1hob (Mil'\ i:-;: o" ~; Mo.x t =i:, '1 ~! rv1a.,cb:(I') dG" ( 1~10 ) 0 . 0 0 . 0 
etc. 
Letting o<' = o< +h and sub$·tit:uting {1-8) into (1 .... ,5} ·we· o~b= 
t&in thA probability density function P(~): 
. ,. . ":,'". ·: ,,.:.:.,_. ~ :: , ......... : ··.--·~ : .. : ........... , .. _. . 
..--
. The resulting.series, however, cannot be evaluated in 
.b--
t:hi s form s·i11c:<:3 e:·a_ch of the terms i (T) defined in expres-




{.l-8} and ·the following will approach infinity 'With T 0 
I.n o:rd.er to ,repl .. ao·e th·is series by a converging one, consider, ·".-· 
the results~ Obt.8.i~e~_:__~Y~_~ssuming tha,y_~!,he Pr.obabiliiY density J • - - ' • 
-
' 
o:_f having a maxi:rin.iin or minimum ·at any time is independent of 
. 
. , . 
. 
. th~ elistence-·or an_y ·preceding or _subsequent maxiiµa or minima 0 
• ! • / ,.~...., • •· , ·, ·~·· 
..... 
- .:· 
~For this unoo.rrelated case, then, all joint probability de:h-.. 
s.ities become the· prodl cts of th~ individual probability 
.I 
...,....- •~·-· ---~~-~-
-•- ·-··-··--·-~-" -~ ........... ~.,.- .·~..._:_,,,. ____ -·;..'f_,_-_.~~...! . ....,._._·-a.~--~·-·-c ... : •.. 0.--.--: .. -... - --· ----• . . . . .. -· ·- ·-·-·--- ~ ~ ---- ··---'• .. ·-··' .: - .. ·-- -~ . -- - . --- --· . - . . 
·, 
r ' (.\, ,,, 
l- ",j 
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d~nsitieso Using the express.ions definje·d: ,i~ {1-1)-; .(1-2) and 
":" .... 
(1-3) and using QI (T), Q2(T,), 000 in place of Pl(T), P2(T',: •• 
the following results are obtained: 
T .- - , ~ - . 
QI (T)•t~~[1Yn~ t,: o,i=o<]-?rt.ob ["rr\'¥~ =?:,'if =o<'J ,J_ 7o 
. I . ~ 





= Q Q"' Q T-i, o( ~ 
·~ 
·f f 
,.. . " . ·- .. 
. T 'l;' ?; r; . }-- . / . I 
Ql(T): ~ J..~· o :fn.ol. (~~°t=o, 1=o<] f,,,-lo[-t=?:.'. }::o( ]ell 
~ I 
• ~rt.obC~IIA.)( t:crJ 'Pn.olo(~~ t:.r'J •"'i• Q°"Q°'Q~I1 · . ' . 
a {1-151 
and so on. Substituting t_he Q; for the Pz in equation 
(1~8) we ~btain the probability density of having a mini-
' . 
-. - __ - I .. 
. m~un at y = G( followed by :~ maximum at y =o< , under the 
. . 
assumption of uncorrelated maxima and minimaj as 
I , I · Q: = 1= ~ · Qx Qo<.(62.T-J- ~T~.l... Q1T~ ---) 
Q. . T ..:P e>0 Q .2., l 3! 
I · · I 
= Qo< Qc< ~ ( I- €Q1) = ·~ QQ( 
.Q~ T.-oa QP,, 
J I . J 
Adding °"4. QOt. to pt_ ___ and_ subtracttng the series 
---.---cx~,------·-·-QJJ·---····------ e # 







--- --- - - -\-
. . - -
·-- - ---- -- - -----·-~---..... ·-- - ·- · .... --· ......... _ _.. _____ ...,. ________ ·-·---·-----=--"' ,,___,,_._ ____ __,....~----.--"."~-~.~ . ...., .. > •• -,~·~.-.~~:-;t:;:;-.;,.~- .• ~~~::'~~:.~~;i.iiti~H£i:;~;~~~~~~~;:~~·~;~-;:_:_._""'_.o.:.,·~;~,. ..... ._,.~:..._.""'~;~.v~:::~~_,,._!."f._~,,;,:~~;:.~~~;-:.~-~:~~::~:·cio~;,.~~;~~~ .. 1 7~~~~ •. ;:.·?'-~':'.·?~--•:,:,·.1~-~~;~~--,;~:-:,;:-~-~·(<:_.:-;:, ,,:.~~;,c':";--... -;,,.1:·.-.:1.:.._~,~~~f;;1.:.~;;,~.~,-. .• 1,o ... ·.~·- ·,;.~g;~ ~~~zr5 1-~_,·,_··:·_,~:T•::·,.o;.i•:-. :.,;·\:·::·, -,:::::::.-··, ,·:: ,~,.~..-__t..~>:>:-·.:· ,:-.~,:·: ~-; ,. ~.: · .. .-, .... ,-_. · 
' ' 
·1.. .. 
"'-··-··,.,·,·- --·· .... --..·-·· 
y ~- • I ... 
. 
. - ._ ... ·- ........ ---- ..... _._ .. __ ---- .. - -··-" --· - - -· . .,. .... --- ···-·-·· -·----· ·-··--·-· "··- .6. ···-------.... ' - --- - •. .. -· - -· - - _· .......... -· ·-- .....• ... . -· --- - -· -- -· --·-· - ···~ -· ·-· -- ~-·-···"· - -- - - ·-. ~-. - .. -·- .. - ·• .. -- -· - - . .. .. ... . 
:··-;'·; : . ~ioe':. Q~Q : .. l'' ~- r~.Frr~· Q; {T)J.:·s;7i;J?;(T):Q}f)j'+::·-"-~~.,,.a" 
. Q.'JJ Q T-,,~ ·. . ! 
. 
(: ·1:-·17 ):. 
Substituting th:is into equation (1-5), the probability 
_1r-,.- __ 
density function P(h) is expressed as ······ ··· 
· · F(.t)=~ .L ,-o .. ~Qcx~[~
1
tT)-Q,tT)] ····_·_· .. . \. ·· . 
- --------~--- . . - -- --~oa.-~ , . :.; oc···· .;,, Q - - - - . - - - -- -- --· ... - . . -----------·--·----·--;"".;:-,-'-':-:-:--,:------.,...----~--_;,_. __ ·~..:.....;.,.-~----. .c.. • ...c •.• -.------·---"·----
. ""- . 
-- - - - -LJ:i.LT)--Q.t(T)]-t - --1 ei~ ... - ------···---{:1,~l-8·}······-'"···· .. -·-······ 
·': F 
= P0 l-t)+f'l-t.,)-r'l.(-t-) + - -- -
Where . ~. {-l) ~ ~:1.1: '2o< Qo<.+I.. t:J...ri.. - . .... _ _ . _ _ _i~_:2~)- ~--- . _ 
. ----- ~ 
__ f,(~)~ ~ -~ )_oc,(2,(r)-Q1(T)J ~ (1-21) · .. 
.. . ,-..... 
etc • 
. The term p0 ( h) represents the distribution o:f rise··s: o.·:r· 
.. 
faLls assuming that nq cor·r~lation .e·xists bet\ttleen suc'C·essiv·e 
4 • 
maxima and minima.. The fol.lowi~.g terms. represent c·orrecti ve 
terms taking into consideration the fact that the succ~Esive 
To obtain a better insight into the meaning .of these 
_.c_or:rect.i.ve terms the form (l-1_81 ... i.s re1z:_ert.ed t.o ... its--fo-nn----
prior to a~y integrations in time. This gives us 
'" _.., ,' . r. 
-.•,••o••••••• •• •,•;• ••••• •• •• • • 
!(L) = J_ roo 6?.o<,t10( + I tt,.,,._ (00 .to< • '.·. · ....... ,., '_.;. -·--
Q. J ,.,.. ~ Q T 7°'° J 0#> · ·• A 
-VW' ~ "·- - ' O(+._, 
• f oT{[l:h.ob/'h,~ i :~ "e :O; .. ~~ ,~o<+.0., ~ t • ~)-"-otQ. J 
- -~=(:fn.ob{r.mi... d;.o<_, "t~o; MA)( d ~o(+J..., ~=b,>~~ t=-~) (1-22) 
- 62.oc Q,o< +t QJ A<r + --- - } ti~ ... J 
. u .. ,.:r • : 
----·-------···------··-a __ :.·-----------~-~--- _,.. - ·----------------- ---·---~--~·- ~------- __ ,,_ .. ··.;·_· ----·----------- .. --~~-------'"--- -- -- - • - - - - ---··---~- ---- - --------·--
\ ···-
-· 
••• , .• • •. ,--, ••. -,.~-·., •. ~.,, ...... ""-<.. ,-,.~., .• , •..• • .. ,-•~•-"'···•· .• -.-.-·· ........ , ••• ··-·· ····- ,.... , ..... ,, .......... .- •• _.- ., ... ; •• -: .••.••. , ••. -.-.., ,,.-c,-.. ,;··, .. ,:: ... ~.,.',.:.--;~·c... .•.• ".·;_.,.:.,!·.~·-:C· . ...:.,:.,.-· 









, _ .., _  __ _ ,, ~ :"'· ., ·"---·~···· .. ""··-· ,: .,;~~ , :'.: _: :-:: ;;;~ :.~': __ ·_:- ~· _; '- '.\.;'..;., .• ;). -:::::'...;.~~=-~.;. ::;: >::. :. ;-::.~~·::~: '.:.c .. ; /'.. , :;.' ~::/.:ti:.,:C; :;;::- ,;:~;:;;,::,::J;;.;: ::;...:;:~ ;...;,~:;:;,,;..:.:;..~.::.1.-. :..:,,~--.;::.::::.  .:.:..; ; ;,: 
'~ ·V 
Three fact~ can be ascertained from equation (1-22). 
(1) As ~,becomes_ larger the int"egrands corresponding to the 
Pi (h) terms. ( i :f:.O ) approach O since the effects of correla- . I 
' 
·t . .ion between maxima and minima become smaller. Th.is is a . 
nedessary condition for convergence of the integrations over 
_ ~~( 2) Each of~ the terms l'±i~1J~:Jf:!J__J_s __ I1!1:>.!'e_:t"~~st!'_~_ct! ~e ____ ._,, __ . 
____ _, ..... ,.,.,. ~·---------·--··....,..--~ .. -·-~-----.. -...... _,. ..... -._,, .. , ....... ----··-·-:·····;,,_ . .,. ____ _, ... --~-- --•""·~-~---"' - - . . ' . ' 
. 
in its demands on th:e · correJa. tion between the na xima and 7 
, 










minima than its preceding term. For example, Pl (h) says 
nothing about whet.her or not any other maxima· occur before ·:11 
t =, whereas P2 (h) considers the case where ae maximum occurs 
•••• • •••••·•~_. ... ,.,.-.•-·•-·•····--•- .. • . ,·, .. ._ ., «·••··'~"'"'"••··• ••·-·-"•' ......... _.,_ .. ~···-•·•·•····•· . . , •-·-·. •••••· .•. .,.-, .. , ••••·-· ••••••••••···•t, .. ,. •.. ·-••••••··• •••·••m••u•-·•---~---.. a,.,_,.~,••..., ,-· _;,,,. ,, .. . . -··--·-·-'"··· - .......... ,_,__ ........ ~--··--.·- ... · -.............. ... .. 
.• • .·,7-· -/-:. c·•: ~. :· ':' ..,.. -- .... 
The correlation between a maximum and 
minimum, 'When more and more maxima are in betwee_n ·will be 
;, 
J~ma·1.1.e_r· a:r1d :Smaller,_ hence each succeding co·rrective term 
will be smal.j.er than_ its predecessor·~- (3) Since each -Pi (h) 
(i ,o ) represents a correction to the oversimplitfied. as:sump- · 
tion of no c orre·lation, each may ~e expected to be finite. 
____ ~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~f~ffj~\=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~=~:s~,~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~:~ 
.~teries for P(hJ, e·quation (1-12), has been replaced by ··a 
-·--- -- ---·----·- -
·., 
$eries each term of. which is f.inite
1 
and, after p1 (h), smaller 
'_,._·~- ...----,.. ··~-·-·' --~--~ ---·--· ,.,_, ..... ·- - . ---~-----, ---·-..:- -- --- - . 
t.hat1 t.:he pre·ce·d·ing term; thus, the series may be expected to 
:~onve·:r,ge. r~p·idly. 
'·-N'ot·.e that no assumption was ma_de ab.out the rel~tive'. ---~---·~------ ---· 
.. 
s·iz~_·s of p1 .( h) and p0 {h). · Since p 1 (h) -represents t:he first 
e·ffe_cts of assuming correlated maxima· and minima ·p
1 
(h) may be 
.-
, } . -~ 
large or may. be small as compared to p0 ('h), dependi,p.g upon 
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2·, ~,APPROXIMATING FORM FOR T'HE PROBABILITY DENSITY 
FUNCTION, P(h) 
" 
It has previously been noted that one can e:xp ect each 
f 
of the -co.ective terms P,t (h) (i ::,..t,) to be smaller than 
JI' " ~ ~ 
•' • ',"f!- \~"-'1 .... 
•. ~ -
tl1e ·preceding corrective term. It is also highly probable 
t·h·at~?· in most cases the term P,1,(h) will be so much smaller , 
. -
.than p1 (h) that a reasOn~ble ap pro:xi mation to the proba:. 
bility density function P(h) will be given by considering 
the first two terms. Hence the remaindet;, of this paper 
will deal with the q:> proximation for the probability 
. .. ·=·-~·aenSi ty. runct1on g:iVSf by .. ··-··· ... ".' ··--·· -~.---- ·-···· .... ·-·-···--·--· .. -.----······-····-··-·····.,: ........................ , .... __ ... , . .......... : -•· ....... ~ ···--··-·--·'"'"_ .... _, ---
•Pi., 
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. . ' - . 
(2-1) 
__ ;"-. 
,,_·. . . .. ,, ·-·· . ~·. - ~.- ~· • -~ • • "I' ... 
'•• ... 
·-,1: 
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. 3, EVALUATION OF THE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION P(h) 
3.1 Reduction to a Double Integral 
I:ri determining P{h) consider first p1 (h) in the follow-
ing form, obtained from equation (1-22): . 
b. tt) = L ~ ( oe ~ T [ ~1'1Ab (!MM\ ... =D<, "C~o.,;, ~ 1=°'~t:~ 
1-1 Q T?OO J_oo o . ''f- . . . 
-·--··-····-···-·---- --- -- ···-·-·-------------·--·-------------- -· 
- .~ Qo< ... lv J '-~ ~ ---·-- -----------------
(J.1-1) 
The integrations in t; and 0( are independent and hence 
may be interchanged, giving 
., 
·~. 
~p,(i) = t ~ · ~:-)~l'<)[Fh-C~(~~1:o<,t~o_; ~a~o<+t_,t=-g- .· · -
_ ~ Q,x+~J Ao< tJ.. er; 1 
-( 3 .1-2) 
. . 
··T.· · 'Introducing the· following notation "· .. · 
·. F, (-c;-, L) = ( oo :E}'t..:,b ( ~M ,- ::o{,-:f:=6 _; ~DY- 1. -~+L., "'t = b) c:Lo( 
J_oo (/ q (3.1-3) 
.. ., .. .. ,fo(r;_,tl=f00 .~.Qa(~~::: i~b_(~~,~«)'.fA..ok(~'l=-«+44140( .. .. . . . . 
_ -f:* _ _oo , a 




. Note that ·Po (h) is expressed in terms of F1 (h) by 
.A 
b-*) • I· · "Fo (l) 
r· Q~ . -
I':',;, 
·..:.· 
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"".;'" ~- .. . . . m 
jf_ ' 
\. 
. (, . ·: . 
- l.'0 f{ 
, I 
' 
The evaluation of p1 (h) and, in the. process, of i_ (h) 
·~ 
now involves the calculation of a joint probability dens·ity ·' 
and a product of two probability densities 
for F0 • It has already. been noted that in the limit as ~ 
approaches infinity the joint distribution approaches the 
·· · · - product· of the individual distributions. Hence, it will only 
,o 
be necessary to go thro.mgh the _evaluation of ~ (~, h), using 
• ""'P'-· 
.;, 
the limiting case of the final result to obtain an expres-
sion for F0 (h). 
~ The ca·lculati.o·n ·of ~ (~,h_) involves· the use of a joint 
. . . . . . . . ~ 
··probability_ den:Sit·y .function in six random variables. The 
six ra·ndom variables are the Values of y( t), y 1 ( t) and y 11 ( t) 
·e.va·lµate.d:· at· t = ·o a.·nd_ .. t = C • Denote the density function 
b.Y 
i'fl\, Y;, Y{ ; Y2 , Y; , Y; ) 
where the subscript 1 denotes the .values at t c O and t··_n:e.-
1 





















..... _ .... __ __&\iJ;urnript 2 denotes . the value.s. at t.2, ='S • ··· · '!'hen- --- --·,-"-----·-··.,-- ... , •. :......... . 
...... ,._., 
f(,<, O,f; ot. 1, 0 ,'lf1 ) 
represents the join~,pr~bability density of having y =~, 
y 1 = o, yH ="tat t = O and of having y =of. 1 , ;, ~ -o,· y 1 ='t 1 
at t = ~ • This density functioh·, is used to calculat~· the 
joint probability de.p.sity, .. Prob(Min y :o( , t. = O; Max y -.:.Of. 1, 
t =~), which is s~ry· ~he. joint probability that at t = 0 
I 
y will pass ~rirough O in the interval tX, ol. + d°" with a p_osi-. _ 
I 




..• ,. ... 
will.· pass through O in th.e:r-· 
b 
, 
• ••• .., , ....... ,,.,--· --a;;,· --._ . -,--,,,c,-.•. -... ··: .• ·,· ··:,·,-,_,..-.---- ": .. · ----.~·~--.,.. ---------- ·-- ····-.··.-: ---.- .... ·:·.·-,:-,.· ....... ,.· .. -;·;,.·--,,.,_ :·,·.:.,: 1-~,,_., . .,.....;· 
'>_, - .... 
~1. 
-.. .,,.. \ 
. . 
__ _ _ _ _ ___ ---~~--~~-"- _____ -- -- -----·--- - __ :_,_ ~-~-- - ~- -- r~-; -"---·"--~ - - --"--- ~- ---- - - -- ---- - ~ ----~- _:_~---- _cf_-i?-:- -~--~---~----=-.J 
, -· - .. , ·"" 
/ 
•• 
1 o( 1 . o(1 dltl 1 • h · . - 1 Th t i ~ j interva , ~ ~ wit a negatives Ope. a s, 
i 
~lo~~=-<, t=o; ~~ 1=-cx: T=_~; -_ - C•) 
-::: ( Jo 15¥' f(o<,0, ~; o<, o~ ~) J... D J .. :(I (3.1-7) 
l ' Setting o( = o( + h and substituting ( 3 .1-7) into t.he ex-
pression (3.1-3) gives us · 
~ . ~ 
F,(~L)= rjo< (~;1' s Yflo<,o>'t;o<+/v,o>'lf')dc< 









l t- ---~ 
! In the case of a-Gaussian process, the joint probabiliiy_ __________________________ L 
:density f'unction r· may be e:xp ressed as follows: 
where 
o( I:::. o( 
o(4 = o( I 
I I V 6 · 
0(2. = 0 
«~=O .'4 ·; •"• ~· 
and where IMI and Mtf are respectively the .determinJ13.nt • 
a.·nd the. co facto rs of' the matrix ~ 
f{o) ~l ~'!o) l.{'C-r.;) · -<(''<r:) ~~~) 
; . -<£[-c;). 0 . -~t~) -tt'C') -~ta)(") . 
tf (o) 0 ~fil:j(o) f ''c T:) 'f (3)(f:) lD~) 
~t1o) -{Ct;) ~"l -c:J 1 c ) \ 
t.f '(~) -cf"(~) ~l~) 0° _;,~o) <-f''(o) ( 3 .1~10) 
'f 11 (l;) -f)C-g) \f~>{t;) 1•~ Co) o 1.f"->C~ 
Where 'f , <f 1, <f'', ~), and-~ represent the auto-correlatio~ ,; 
function of the process under consideration and its suc·cessive 
- - - - - . - - - - - ·-· - - -- - ~ - - - - - "'!9 -. - -~.- .--. =-
- - ... - -
I • 
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Th·e following i-dentities arising from the symmetry of 
the matrix II M II are useful in simplifying equation { 3 .1-8): 
(3.1-11) 
= M44, M33= M66, M34 = M16, and M46= M13 
(3.1-12) 
.The latter .equalities are._r~adily proved by elementary 
· -------··--.. ---------'--·---·---man_ipula_tions _ af_ __ the related cofactor determinants. 
V 
Using .the 'res~lts (J.1-9) and (3.1-10) and expanding 
the series of (J.1~8), the following is obtained for the 
.................. ---·········· .............. , ........ ----·· ........... probab.i.l.it¥---densi-ty function ... -····· f: ·- . ,_. -·· ... ···-·······---·-· ····-··-·-···--·----·-·-·-··-··-··•· .. ·····-······ .. 
. - .- ·: 
. . 
f ==: T - ---~ ·r- I {Ma!, ("(\'a' ,i..)+ ~ M~ ll"t' + ~ M,'! ~ 1' !+J, M,t/'6' (.:t7r)3{1Mf T ~IMI l - - , 
+~(( M11 +M1~] .ev + [MI'!»+ M1'1] ['(+'(~ )o< +~ (M,rt M,+)c('+ M 11.t. ~}] • 
... - ~ . ,,. .. - ,- .... ··' . 
.• -· - . . ~ - . • -- ~ ..... • - r- -· - . - ~ ~ t 
( 3.l.·-13·.J 
:substituting fin {3.1-13) into (3.1-8) we obtain 
. . . 
;-;1,· - ; . - • '•,•• 
~= - ~===-::_ccc~~:-:-:-$cl;,L}_. s:~o(5-;;,J.y' J~ ~-- c~0)11J1M1'. ~f [--c:t11M11Mu(~~~~.----:===-·~~== 
- -- :.+ ~Ma" i'f 1 -r ol,M 1~ .4., y' + .;1. M 1" -l "lr + ~ ( [ M 11 + M1+) ~ +(Mr?a + M1~['<+"6j)I>( 
I 




All three integrations. in (3~1-14) are independent and 
hence, their· order may be interchanged. We may therefore 
~ 
perform the int'egration in o( first. Rewriting F ('G, h), 
• • 
_.,. :-~· 
.~ -·~ h·":-'::: ·~ 
-
"'· 
. ··':'"'--.·: .· 
., .... . .... -
.. 













.. _,, ..... _ _... 
· (3.1-15) 
(, 
Substituting H into (3.1-15), expanding the various terms 
-and t.hecn gathering like terms gives 
,-
a> 7T' ?t 1 1\111 T M 14 o o 
• ,~~ l'j + ;l.,( M36 - L M.~+M,~:1/)0'lf~ (M,3-M,~)~ ( '(-'(')lJ.£y~y' 
.. --- - . ~ M If -i-- ~J~J. • • .. :• ... ,. . . ... :_.,. ... ::..:.::.: '---· .:: ... , ... -- -······ , . . ...... .. .. . . ., .. :: .... : . .:.c:.:'. .• :.:·::.:::::.:.::::::.::..::::::::.'.:.::;::::.:::c:.•:c:::.·c:::c::.c:. 
:( 3 .1-16) 
- ~- ---· . 
-A-pJ>ly--·now-the··following· ·cha.rige· of coordinates - - -·--- --· --•~ - ~--, - ;--~·-··--·-··--~·-·- ····--·-·------····· 
.. -. •. 
(3· :o 1_--.~17} "\.i: 
- - . - .. 
I /M3~= [M13+M1,].t.) cf' 
:2.IMI l 1 ,~(Mu -+M14) 
/.::·:....: ·w: ~- -· - - - -- - -- - - - .. -
__ ... ____ _ 
- - - ~ - ~ - - ~ 





.... ,,; •• , ••. "•·.·o.· •• • 
' . 
,-:-:;--...-_ ~•I· :{f•,--~-.. -,•lHh,\,,_1,; '. 
!. 
• ··;..,~ ... ~·· Q 'r. 1'if· t ··1f1··11·_ ·1P , ·:ito··· f'i :·a,e.-.,··-· .. lia· ·:r 
., 
Ji . 
. .. ~ . 
• ,&.· • ~ - - - ---- -
.ce, ,,,.,.~-~~-• • ,;._,,,,;; "'"'<:,;;;,~,;:""""''"'"c•:<.,,:i.f c' ,.:",,>Ci:,c:e,i;:;;,,.7'. :;-;,,;;-;.;:;-,;; ~:;.;;,:·-.;, ,,,;... -~ .;_ ,,,;,;;:,,,.;;;:; :.a,;,,:;;,:, ,;::,,L~::,::..,;;;;;,.' ::;:~,~-'.,::::,:: :~ ,;,c, .. :, ,..;,,,,,-,,,,,;;,..,.:,,: •. ,,;,,~-:~ ,,,;,.,, •- •••,~-~-,-:.'>.:ii~' :; ~::::_~""'.:..:~ ,,,,, .. ,,, __ ,,,,, 
... RewriJ~ng ~ (C ,h) in-tJ~-~s of inte.grals in th\3 ii V plane 
,, ___ .J ,.; 
. ... gives 
' -lMI~~ [~ {~11-M1+)l~ J 
F(~ r 4IMI IA-V ~~~t-[u}· 
' ~7Tf /<M11+M14)(f',/\3:,-[M,.s+M,iJ -'..I " o 
.. at,[Mu +M~ 
- ~ {M36-lM1~+Mt'-)1 
_ __ <"111+fv/1+~ u..v+ vz_ (M,~-M,,)-t (c.vtv) ~d.v 
21( "'111 + fvf 14) - ~Mu+t.11oti 3 .1-1 9 ) 
To· reduce this to a more compact form, the following 




II I+, · 33 -" (twt 1 
. .., .... ,u t-M l+.J 
.- 0' 
6 (-,;): ~II - M14) 
·I --· - 41 Ml . . :f3 o)--?l) 
.. 
-k {1;,)= M1?. - M 1b 
:1,t , vv~IMI (M~3- i~~:~1
1
:_~~ - (3~1~23) 
Substituting { 3,ol~"20) to., ( 3 .,1 ... 23) into { 3 ol ... 1·9) the· 




..... ·._.,. -,-.. . . - • • + ':- •• - .. - • -· ·: 
.. ~· . 
.. 
,· 
.. ,. -·.--·~····:""" -.-·-··:· ----~- .-
,•.• I ,-;· f 



























·····--····-··" ·- ----·-··~ 
I 
. .. -· ·-· . - - -- - . ·- - - .......... - -·· -
• 
.. 
· .. ·'."'"' ·'.'. : . ' 
:--. 1 ... 5:. 
~. '.l 
3.2 Determination of a Certain Double Integral 
Obtaining F1 {c,h) depends on· ~~lculating ··a double inte-
~ 
gral which is a particular case of th9. following inyegral, 
I 
defined as a function of r, s, band m: 
t:.. ,)L· 5 .b)- (O(Js.oo ~ .,_,, - [X~2.b'l('i,+~:~~. /i,>c-1.c1J 
'i'M \ ~ , - Jo ~ X '} e . 0 0 •x 6--L a ~ (} 0-- {3o2-l) 
Integrals of the type found in (3 ol-24) a.nd (3 .. , 2-i) _··· 
___ , ______ -·-- _,,_ __ _ ~o~c,cur. --f re que-nt l y · -in · st-ua-i-e-s --4e-.a-±~-ng----W-ith-Stat.i.st.ic.a. _______ -------~-~--.. ,...--.. -~--· ., ______ .. ___ _ 
u:sua.·1·1.y, however, the· linear terms (such as rx and sy) ar.e 
missing, i·n which case: ·a closed form solution is readily 
obtained.3 - If th_e e.ross· ·t·e:rm t.-s·. mt_ssing and. the linear .. 
terms either present .. err not·_, a closed form solution is 
again easily founde .In: tr:ris latter instance. t_he: double· 
. ... ,. .,..: .. _.,· 




. each Of whic:h ·g'j_ves rise· to the error function, erf Xo 
Considerable effCi:rt wa.s: ma.d.e to obtain a -closed .form solu-
.... (,\; . 
tion to the ct·ouble· integral -of ( .3 olC1>_22·) but all attempts 
---------
·---- ---··-·······-·-----··- , ...... -------·-··--·-·--- ... ·,-····- ··-----·····----·- --····-.-·····-------............ -··-·-·-· ..... -.. ·-· - ~~--~---- -··---·---··-~-----~·-·· .. '····· ...... .. ·---- - •• - •• -- ••••. --·-----· •->-••-.-••••••••••.••••.• ____________ -- - -------------. 
- - -- - ----
···· ___ ... ··proved futile. A series solut'ion in .a sur.prisingly. ·s:ijripl·e·----
forrn was fi-nally found w·hic·h i.s g.e·neralized in the follow-
ing analysis to give t:he sq.lut.ion t·o,-,t-he- double int:eg}.:-a.l 
of (3.2-1). 
The first step in obtaining the solution to (3,2~1) 
-2.bx't . i:s to e_xpand e in a M~claurin series, . treating 2bxy 
~s a single variable. 
~ .-,: ~- -· -
- - -
. ...,.;.. ~· . 












. ' • • . ~. •• .. \J :: •• 
··-··-···-·-- -- --·-· --- _::· .... ,~--.;~._~----. --'-':----··-------· -----~-- ·----...:.·-·----:;······ ·-·-··-·------·---·------- ------·------~---------·---- -~~-----~-- ·- ------·---··--· -_________ ; _________ ~ .. -_ --~ -- r~-,~ ... -~~-.~ ~-:: ... ~::·~-~ :~.~:-·;-~~-,~,-~.-~~-~:~ 
, J ·- • ~ • .... • I' • ,. • ' ' ' ~· " ' .... '· '~ ,. , ' "'. 




···-- .. .,,,, . 
·---······-····---~ ········-·--·· ........... ____ ...... ····-
•.:.· 
• 
This expan_sion is valid for any value .··or · 2bxy. · Substituting. 
---- .,. .-.~·. 
into (3 • 2-1) : 00 • .., vf S"iJ . . + 
. - · 110,0 -[x -'1..1>< _.. o - a· . 
- , t) ~ ~ ~+I rwJ-+ I . G,NW(ri.., s, b)-=- o o e .. ·. . (x d - rfr x. d' f· - . 
• 
---
-+ ~ ,)~b""" x-+IW ( _-4-,.,,.,) .lx d..t- . 
M,.1 -- --i,- - · -~---··r3~2.:..3r· 
Consider the fundamental integral obtained by setting 
b = m = 0 
---- --· - ·----- -
··-·····-~-- ... ,. .. --. Gt O { >t,, ~, 0 )= o C €, . ell)( 
·-·····r3·-. 2--4) 
.and note that the general integral Gm{r, s, b) as given in 
. 
(3.2-3) can be written.in terms of· G ·(r, s,o) in the fo.llow-
- 0 
ing manner, treating r, s as. variable parameters of.th.~-_.~,-
integral G0 : ~ 
~"""'(/'IJ ~ b)= d~p .. - .tb 
. ~ ~ ~dr- ll - -- --
. ~ ) 
- · +<-1 )'1tb) g)a("'v+IW\, ~@ , ( 3. 2-5) 
M~ Z,. ;;,,_~+~ c)~ ~+~ 
Where · 1' .. p~ is the partial derivative obtained by . 
~t-
c;iifferentiating G0;p times with I'espect to r and p times 
I 
· 'With respect to s. Since the limits are independent of 
·\> 
~, s, the partial deri vati yes of the integral may be ta::k,~n-
under th·e1 fnteg:t'a-1. sign: .•. 
-·· . ,•.,•· 
. ~:-.-: :. :.-
·-- . ~-·-· ·- - '., __ ..... ~"-·"····> , ___ 1:.:..>. ••• , .. _.. ... , . .. ,_: ......... ~ ............. ~ • .,,,,...., •••••• ,.-,-,c.• ....... , . . • ..•.. -,--.~----·---·· ----- ,. ___ .,,,_,e ..... , .• ____ .... , .. ---~--- ....... ,_., ____ .,. ________ ,, ................ ' -":"" 
' .. ...._ ---- ... --- ....... _ .... , .. ,, ....... •· ·--,- __ ,._ .... , ... ,~ .. ·.--- ..... _. ····-·· .. 
' 
---- ------ ~ ---
,, . 
·--···-········· ·····--
·--·-···· -······· '•• 
~if 
~that erfl- x}= -erf .xi i~e.-~ thaCth.8 error fUhCtiofCis an·- ---~---~ _:r~ 




••·--- - • -·-a,.-··-·--•-• -··-----
•• -- _ ... -· -· ····-· ·-· ·- . ·- -- . ·- -· - .... ,- ··- .... -~.; -... · ....... ·-···~· ... . .. 
{3.2-7.} 
( 3. 2-6) can be put _ in the following ~im:pl .. if.±e·d form: 
Taking the various partials of G• with :·re--sJ>-e·ct to: r. 
an_d s yields 
··········;:~; .·~· ···~·····f 1(!)f..'(~)· . ...................... =;~ ~······~. ? ... f 11rt·1·f··'·'tt}·c• 
. {"3:. 2-9) 






- - - ---- - -.--------- ......... --~--·. ·-----·-·--·-=--·------·· _ __:._. ___ :,.. __ --1--- _ .. ._ __ ~ -·-·· _ _.  ..:.: .. :....:..._· .:....:..~- .·:.-~:- :.: . -·---=--.·:-· :---.·.". -- .. ··--:-::-:-: - ... - ..,.- ·•.•. -- .. ···-.- ··-·. --~-- '. ·--· -· - -; .-··- ·; :. 7' . . . . \ . - . - - . -- - - - -




. . . (rM+I} ~+\) 
~~'(i)-S--01'°~) ·:.,,tbIDt+C) -f (-t) f (\;)+:- --
..•.• ,. - -_.•,.! 
. .,.,. --,• 
f ~-+~) ( "t) £ t~-t-'>i'W) ( ~) + - - -
• • N\:O 
-- - ------- - ~---:-------·--------- ---
- - -- - ---- ---
, . 
------- -- - . . __ , ------- -
. -- - ... -·-·· -··- ---
. <l"\' · .. ·. '. 
___ ... ~~--
-




- ~. - -- - - -·-· -·-·- ---~--~ ~:---~- ---~- --- - - - - - . - -
~ 
-- - ~---· -.. , --- ~-- --, ~ ~~ --
--··--·····-·-··-··-------·-······ --- --- ---·------------~-~-----·--·- ·- - ----- -- --- ----
. I. -· -. -·' :.,. - -- ·-
N 2•3 Evaluation of P(h) 
•. ~ 
>. 
. . ... 
-- ·--·- -- --··-·-'. -·-··-·· .. -~ .... --~ ,._· ........ - . - - -----·--·······- .. "'. ····-··"'" _____________ _ 
--------. ·-------..--.--------·· -- --- - --~- ~ ----·-----· ------;':'·- --~--- ~------ -·-. 
.. . 
-
_-•----.--,_ -· 3 .1-24) is. a_ p_a_r~iC\llar. ca9e, .. Ctf.~the_. ge:neral double ··i:Ate·-.-·-'"··"-· - ·=---~~·· ··",. -·····= - .. -~ 
. 
. 
··· gral just evaluated. Denoti~g Gm(r, s, b) by G111(r, b) 
when r = s and sett,ing m = 1, b = b1 and r = s = 2k1 h in 
·--·---·--. ~cc,,ccc,,,=c••~•:·~·-· _,,,(.~7.~.~~lQ..t~ .... ,§l.l.PJi~.;ttMt:.ing,..,,£.Ilf4ir!=,~~·.f'~·$he=•d0tt1il:tF''ffit'eg!'otI. ·crrt='''"-'..C-•. c,...: .•. , -· c....::c___ .. _. 
\ 
' . (3.2-10) gives the £i·nal form fo_r F1 9, h). 
··- .,.. -- - A 
.. ,., 00 ,w ~ W\ ,+I) ~ F (-r. -L)= A,(~)e°ra,(r;)r"- 2 (-1) 61 (1.) f (-k,Cr;)-P.,)\ 
I '.!> ff'\ :a 'YI,.! ~ ,i.v+ !li ( 3 • 3-1 ? 
- e, (-r;)~~ / . ft \\ 
or simply F,(~L)=A.{;)€. . q,':_~-t.,~,lcib,(t))3.3-2) 
~-~ 
As was previ,ously mentioned, F0 ( h) may be obtained from F. fhl 
' 
p 
- l .,,:,. ( . 
. 
. as·r; ·approaches infini.ty.- As r; ·approaches ipfinity f (C), I . ()) (4) . . 
Cf (C, , Cf ~ and tf (~) all appro~9'? zero._ Def in~ the terms · ~ 




l,1 ..•. ,. 
... 
. .. , -
J·J . . :, '. . . 
. ., 
:"".-.~ ... i ·• -. ~- . . • • ·.~. ~ -~ :·. 
• .. 1'.:. . 
."\ • 
; ,• ,1 I • o ~ • I i, '.1: 
(' 
- .. 
,t:\ • ' 
.. /.,.-'. . ' ' 
- '.· ,- ·,·/;,.._· ...... · .. · ... ~-..... · 
• I , •. • y 
0
• ,·J.... ' .· • ' ·. ' .• 1 .: ~ •• ~ ·" •1 • t ,': \ 1 I' f 
.. , , 
. . ,;.·'· ., .-~-. ·: , ~- .,. ,. ' . 
.... ~ .' ,.. ·--· ·, 
' 
'·· 
' ·:' ........ 
·- j , 
.· ·' 
' . 
. ' . . ' ~ .. 
... 
• ~ • • • , • .•. r 
' .. . . ' 
,, , . ' . , :-; . 
.. 
-··· ; .. ,;,...; .. '""'' .. ··.·-:· .... .__, ··"'- . ~--., . ; • -·· -. '-:' ~--- - - • • '=' 




correlation function f .... Then in the lirr1it the matrix: l MIi 
:Will approach the matrix ~MLr where 
. . 
. 
----~---------:--·--.---.-- .---,-·- __,...,,..,- : . . .- --·-----
---- --------······------------- ------------- ... _.. . ----~-·--·. - '-------------. -··-· - - . 
a,"··· 0 - d.-,2.. 
0 d;a..2.., 0 
--cl~~ 0 I J..~~ 












0 0 (3 03-3·) 
.. -,. .. .. 
-~H-
O 





II m II 
0 0 ~ 0 
0 0 
-d-1..~ 0 <!(3! 
the matr.A.x for the probability·d~:p$t;t.y 
Obta·ining the cofactors of the determ:L_nant IM'-1 and 
writing these in terms of the cofa·c:t:·ors of the determi.nant-:j 
f ml , the following results are readily found: 
. 4i) 
- ·: - --~-.- ··.: __ _:_~.,,:"" . ..,,. 
.IJ,~•J 1 1• t I 'l (1) (Ma..) 14 ::: tM,_),c. :tMa.)~"::. 0 ~ ··'"""' . 
1 
\_ 
t2 J · ( a ) I ML. I = ( I rrn I )'°-' 




· ( C) ( Mi.),?) ": t'M.1 ~ I th\\ 
. { ct ) ( M,. )!·a= . rm. 3 ~ I rm.I 
.~ .g; 
. :". ; 




:\ ... t. 
.i 
...................... ·-·---. -- .................................... _ .... , ..... -~· ... . 
. ..
.  . , . 
.. 
---- -- -- -------- - ~ -- - ... ···- .~.- -.--------·------ ·--~:-·---~- .-- -- -:- :-.--:---·--.-· 
. . .. . 
- . • 







-Substituting these cofactors int·.o (3ol~20) thro·u·gh (:.3:~1--2·3) 
gives us the corresponding values for F0 (h): 
e = rm.u 








. ("J ~ 3:~·9J· 
. --- - ... -
- - ·- -- . .. -
i : (YY\., I?, 




·By expanding the determinant 1ml and it$'· -cofactors in ·te.rm·S. 
~ . . 
of .. t.J1e e,leme.nts d11, d22~ d33 we obtai:ri ·t.he following: fo.rtns. 
for the constants of F0 ~ · 
~) --,34_, A _ -~ L (d.11 ~-;~3 -d.zz d.?,~ 
o- ~I ( L, '\ll lf a., ~tit, ~~u ~~~ - .at.,:l,, J 
{.3· o.) •.11 J __ ... _ 
-k = . d..J;-;., {J:;; . . 
0 '-'V (~11d.3~ -~)(2-cJ.,,~~"3-~~ 
). 
- -.'1 • I ., 
.. - . :..:.: -~·:. ··: -::-.: ·.-"' . . :. .. :., .:.·.· . . 
I,' , 
' ~lb 
<~: .. _ .. '·"· ,,.., _,,., ............ , .. ~..-.. 
-
----·--·--- ·----------. --· - ---- · .. -·- ·-- ----~·- . - ---.----···--... -. - --·- --·-·-.--·----··-"!"'"---·--. - --· - -- .... - --· ·. ---· .. ·-----· ' - .. ··-· .. --· •'----·"'. ----:-------- ···--~--·· -·---, - .• · _ _:_, ____ ._ ------------ ------ . ____ . ___ _:__._.;,;_ 
, ............. ~---- -·- ..• , ... ·····-···--· ···-~-~-------- -··· ~- ·-- . ~ .... _, .. _,,.,,_,,.,,, •. " ... "~--"·"'"·"·"«, ...... :. ..... ,:_ 1'• ... ," ..... _,. __ , __ ,.,, ........... .,~-·-"""..,, •. ,,,,, .... , '• •• • ·•: ,,t, ........... ,"4•1,, 
~ ' - -~ 
,, 
He nee, using either ( 3 o3~6) through C.3: Q3.ma9) o.r '.f3· .3-10) 
through (3.3-13), ~(h) is given as ' ,,~ • I . 
. or (3 03-.16·) 
. ,-: - . . . . : .. ~ . 
Using the following expression for Q, t·he expe·cted -~,::,,:· , :·'.::.~:~:'. 
.. ''.·6.· 
number of maxima or minima per 'unit t~rn~ g~ - . ········ .. . - - . -- - ·- - .. 
' 
.ah·d substituting (303--14) and (3o3-l) ·into (3olaaa5_) ____ g_nq __________ a---~~---··- . 
. -··-·-·-·-·····---··----·--·········-··-··----:··---··-·--.. -·-··----·-··-····----------·--. - --·-·-··---·--·-····---------·--.. ·--··-·--····-··-···-··-·-- ···--·--·---·--···--- ---·-··--··-··--··-·--··-··--·-·----------- .. .-·--·--·-· . --~ -~-'------,-~~:~-~-~ ~-·· ·~· ___ _, - -- ··'- ~ - . ,o,., ,-- - -- . ~; __ : :'-"•"'-·-·. ·---· -- .-- . _ .... ---· - .. --· 
······ ··· ·· ··· ····· ·· ·· ···· ····· ··· (Jei.•6} and-then s-ubst:ttut.ing 'Effe ·reSiilfS Irit(> ( ::z..,]_) gives 
-
the following approximati·o-r1, for P(h} 9 the· distributi,.on o-f· 
rises or falls: 
,..., · Ao € 6o~ ~ °'" (- 1 t· .. b ~ E l-L) = a.. L m I "'I'/'\+~ 
62, a ~ 
+ .L Jo.o[ An €6 't~_i ~ol'\;b: \ f-n+t\~,l)~~ 
E2 o (ft= o MI ~ ,...+,_ l 
- d) ~ --
or, again, more simply in terms of the double integral 
-~· ·~ ·-
- - .-a - --
_, - -
-
).J. :Ref. 2, p. 133 (Sf?e Bibiiography) 
1·· ! t .y·,·.~ 
r,. 
I • • . 




. ' ··,. --. . :: 
I 
.•:• 
. .. .. -...C.~-'-~ •. ....c..:.·. -~---;_ .. _, __ • ·. · .... · .... - _··. ··· .... __ ..... ·-··: .. '.·-- ...:-, .. ,.; .... :·_.. ·-.- .. ·. - ---· .. ·-·· ... - -.-·· .. ··-· ... ____ .. , ______ . __ .•• ........... -· ··.· .· -····-· ... _ __:_ ____ :-----'.:--:zz-~*--~-- --- --
.. -. 
.·.,.) 





(3 • 3-.. ·21.J 
Th~ final step, integrating overr;-, can only be .done 
nune rical.i·y due to the extreme complexity of· the: c,oef_;ficients 
. ' 
A B b·- . ·and k_1-- as .. -•·. _f·u. -n. ,c_· t.·-i-o. ·_ns of -.. • . 1' l' . 1.-,. !. . ..&... ~ 
" 
. <l.l: ._ 





.. . . , 
·:~ 
















~~ . .-\•_1_,,, ,; .• ;.,-,.~ .. :.. .... ,}1: 
{ 
·f· ' 
, .. -:fo.' . 





::r,, .. ' :,',!•I•< •<.•T•«1•~ ,,. ... , ... .,,, 
' ' 
- .\. . 
.. 2 . 
... . ... . ____ ,. ____ -"·--·'·-~---,~---··'-,· --', .. ,~ ... ---~ ----.-~~---l~----'-,-~-0-.-.--:--~-- ··-·- - -·---: . 
I 
4, THE AVERAGE RISE OR FALL 
tJ:nl::i·ke the distribution of rises and falls, the 
·av~r.Etge ·valu·e of t-he rise or fal.l, . h, can be computed 
:.quite e:asil:y· ~n.d is, of cou_r··se ,. ·an important character(XI 
·1, 
;is·t,J._c of· a random curve,. p-articularly since ·it can be 
·.c:omputed with .n.o. knowI.e·d:ge :of the actual d.i-stribution of 
·r:tses .. Wd falls .• 
.. 
T·he ·me~ho·d o-f· .c:ornpu.t·:aL-ti.on of h is .to. determine the ·sutrt 
. . 
by. 2Q, the number of .m.ax.ima and :m~r.1-ima ·_p.er unit time wil.l 
-then give h. 
The sum of ·al-1 tine. rises and r~a1·1:s. :l.$ f·ound by ·inte= 
Ii. . . _). 
_g:ra.t·:ing the prod_uct of ~, ·the number of time·s t/he c.urve . 
• ,. 
·c.rosses the line y = o< , and of is :exp·res-s·ed 
'· 
·o-y·?· 
( 3 • 3 caal 5) j ... lJ:'Sii -n;g_. Q from then!J h V 1S formed as 
I 
00 
.-.. I ~ - ---
~J..~, TT 
l,,r ~tJ -oO 
o( ,,,,, 




.ttr ~ P{ 
% V 1tlu 
-~ 
.. 
( 4 - .lJ 
• 
--'t 







am . . .. . - . 
.- CM .. - -, ,_.... .mm: 
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·Het1c·e .. the average: r;is.e. ···:or· ·_fall ca.:n be simply found from 
t:.he .s:e_c:ond antf" fourth _moment·-s:: o::f the power spec·trum. 
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~. EXAMPLE OF THE IDEAL Dow PASS FILTER 
5 .1 . The Power SEectrum and Auto·correlation Function 
The remainder of this paper will deal with the problem 
of applying the results of the previous analysis to the partic-~-
ular case qf-an ideal low pass filtero 
For a random curve the autocorrelatio.n: .. f.unction is given 
·in terms of the normalized power spectrum as 
-tl1e:ri· 
00 Ew-r 
lb(~) = Re J_ ~ (w) e ~tu l 1T ... 
C 
()0 
or f (:ro) = .!.. ) ,;i:.( w)~ w~ 
,r '!' \~ 
0 
L,e..t:-t-ing G (W) denote the nonnormalized power spectrum 
cf cw)= G. (w) 
r ~ ("-l)dw 
C . 
For the ideal low pass filter G(CA>) is equal t.o· 
;K. if 
0 if 
·where tu c is the cutoff frequency o ( See ·F:i-gur.e ·2 .. )· ·o· He··nc·e .. 
~(t.j)=- ~K : ~ 
KdW ~ 
0 
$ubstituting into .(5ol-2), the 
:Fro:rn ·:thi·s, then, we obta.in the following 
__ ;\ 'tt r 
--- ---------- --·------
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~ - ----~ ~, 
<f ( "?:) = ~ <A\:."t;'. 
,rw~~ 
._.-,; 
( 5 o l ao ·:( Q-.) , 
( 501-12:}: 
d.3~ = Cf 1ii1-~o) = wi 
~,,. 
5 o 2 Reduction of the Role of the c·trtoff Freguency in th§: Computat'fon 
Set ~ = t/W~ o Then the values t == 2n7r~ n = 1 9 2 9 a o a·) 
~~prkeent n periods of th~ highest frequency 9 the cutoff 
freq·uency fA> co Su°Qst'itute t,.his. ,value into ( 5 o 1-7) throu.gli'. 
,· 
(.5 ol~ll) j insert th-e · re_sults in·to the rna .. trix IMlf and ·so.lv~ 
.£.err the c;iet·e~rminant- and pertinent:, c:of:a·cto:rs o Finally 5) so·lve · 
'"'-. . . 
-·for the va.lue·s A_i:, Bi:·' bi, kij i =, 1., 2- in equations_ {301~2·0:y 
through (3= .l-. ..,:23 J and ·(30 3--7) th-,rough {3 0·3~10~ The re sul·t··s: 
of this show that the coefficients B09 bo 9 k 0 9 B1 9 b1 9 k1 ~ 
a.re. i11(lepend·en·t o-f t .. he .cutoff fr.eql1ency We while ~l is: 
.... · t 
... ·-·· -~' . . ...•. { ,• ·-,. . . . •' . 
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.. 
proportional to the -squa.-re of~ c. Substituting- expressions 
(5.1-13) and (5.1-14) into(J.3-17) and .determining Q, the 
•• - J 
, . 
expected number of maxima, shows that Q is proportional to '1c. 
The net re~lt of this is tha:t _P·o(h) is independent of the 
cutoff' frequency while ~1-(hJ v:~trie_s directly as the cutoff 
fre.-quency, We• It· ·has already b·een noted that (1) the series 
f.o·r P (h) is alternating .in. :si:gn ·and {_2) ea.ch of the terms 
... 
Pi {h) for i~· 2 are smaller than th ..eir· .predecessors, so that: 
., 
p0 (h) being independent ofCvc and p:1 -(h) varying dire~_t._ly a.~-
'-'c enables us to immediately draw the conclusion t.ha.t for 
small values of t.>c Po(h} a.lone, will :re_pr.e.sen.t-. ·ij- reasonable 
approximation to P(h). 
-- '~ ""'--- .. -
5.3 Results for the Low Pass Filter 
., 
:I' 
Attempts to carry out the numerical ~valua1:;j_on of Po(h) 
and P1 (h) for t_he low pass :filter we-re ·onl:y :pa:rt.i·ally -:success~ 
ful. Use was-: mftd~e:, of ·the· ·Lehi:gh Univ·e·r.sJ. ty LGP--30- electronic 
I"' ~· ., 
The principal result obtained 
was ap accurate· plot of Po (bJ, the probability density function 
,d.e:r:1.ved by ass.urning no cor·relation between maxima c11 d minima 0 
' . 
,(See Figure 3). This curve wa~. checked at the valu-e .-h = 0 .. b·y 
·e.v.alua ting the double integral· Go (O .. ,: boJ. in c:lo·sed: fo·rm :as 
. . . 
.., .... ~ .. ' ' . \ '.' .. ,.. <t.·.· ,J 
-s-hown in the Appe ix. The cent:roid of the a;r~a. \ln·ct·e-:r t.h:e 
.c1Jrve., giving h , the average rise or fall assumi-ng -no corre~ 
. ··.\ 
~ -
-1~-tion, was be ·1.16 h, h being the ac:t:ual average I. 
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I 
I, .. 
rise or fall as,found ~y equation (4-1). This result in-
dicates that ignoring correlation between naxima and minima 
tends to exaggerate the number of large rises and fallso 
Thus it appears that by choosingnat random a maximum and a 
.._. 
\ 
minimum,. chances are better to get a large rise than by 
\ 
choosing a minimum and the folloW'lng maximum. 
It should be noted that the evaluation of P0 (h) without 
the use of an electronic computer wou'ld be an extremely long 
-
a.nd tedious process. The evaluation of Go(2koh, bo) for one . 
value of h, as the series. defi.ne-.d in general in equa-tion 
,... :p" ( 3. 2-10) req.uired in one ::ins,t·an.c .. e. as many as: seventy-one 
terms. 
. . 
Unfort·unatel:Y· .. s.im:ilar s:ucce-ss was not enco.untered in 
. . ... ' . . . . . ··, . ' . .. . ·.. . . . . ' 
the case of p1 (h} w-hicb could not be obtained due <either to 
the limited capabilities of th·e LGP-30 Computer= o:r to the 
determinant routine. p1 (h) is given by 
~,('1) ~ ~ ~ (oo[Fa (r;>l)-F:,(t:,l)]d.°' 
' ,...,,~ ~ .)0 C3· .::1.--6.) 
C 
{ 3 .3.·~2J 
(3.3-1'6) 
-Trouble was encountered in the evaluation of A1 , Bi, b1 , k1 
for values of t_(4TT , i~e. ·r.o-r t:·hose values of time less 
I j 
than two times the period of the cutoff freque-ney. For these 
values los.s· ·Of significant figures gave result.f? which were 
'(" ., ,· 
_ti 
/ 
..... : . 
.. 
.~ . --· . ...:. ,.;.: 
- 29 
·c·omplete:l·y :unrel.iable. For 1.arger values if t accuracy 
was as good a~ up tQ five significant figures. A plot of 
F1 (T., h) if shown in figure 4 as a function. of 'C" ( or t) for·. 
the value h·= O •. Figure 5 is an estimate of the .form of 
, 
Pl {h} and its effect on the approximate form of P(h). It 
should be noted that ,. limit is pla9ed on the maximum value 
"" ,- . of We for which the a. proximating form P{h) = p0 (h) + Pl (h) 
is val id. This limit arises from the fact that ··part of 
·p1 (h) is negative. Since p1 (b.l varies .d·irectly as We, this ··· ..... · 
.~eans that as we becomes la.rger, there wil·l e.-xist some We 
"' $uch that for some val~e of· h, P(h~) = Po .. {h). +· ·.Pr.Cb.:) is nega-
tive, an impossible occurrence. 
Although c:he.cks on the calculat·i·on.s .q·:t:· Pi (h) must nec-
essarily be limited d·ue t.o the e.xtensive number of computa-
... t.ions involveq·:., ·a me:th.od is .. i,rioic~te:·d i·.n· ·t.h~ appendix which 
can· .be used t.o provid;e a. c,h:e·c.··k o·n t· .. he ·value· of p1 Ch.) at .. h. = .Olo 
"'' 
.. ,.. 
1 .. · 
.,.:..~ . ., ' 
-~..-·'""""'. 
~: 
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u sing the· first. two terms of' the convergent series 
. '· 
expansion given PY ·equation (1-18), the statistical di stri-
tJ bution of rises and falls is given approximately by I (h) 




probability densl'ty of having a rise 
= h between a giv~n minimum and the 
following rmxirnum assuming no correla-
tion between maxima and minima. 
·, 
== Ao el3c-t-z. ~ .. (~, 6°) {3.3-16J 
= jeint probability density of having 
a minimum at t = 0, and a maximum of 
t - ~ , a distance h above the 
. . ' minimum 
= A (7.;)i 1S.(~)~~.1 t~1lt),b1(t>) · 
I --~ . . . (3.3-2) 
., 
:T.h$ values of Ai, Bi, bi, ki for i = 1, 2 are given in 
equations (3.1-20) through (3.l-23} and(J.3-11) throug~ 
~ 
{3 .3-14), the former in· te.rms- 9f the c.ofactors of the 6 ·x. ::6: 
matrix corresponding ·to a :Gaussian probability distribution 
function in six r~_ndom vari·ables, the Ja tter in terms of the 
, 
area·, and second and fo·urth moments of_ ·the power sp~ectrum of 
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Further study should be along t:te following lines: 
" ., . IP 
(1) Add a function to the autoro rrelation function ~ · -~ -· 
(2) 
(3) 
of the low pass filter-which is even and whose 
first six derivatives are zero at t = O. The 
effect of this would be to provid.e two different· 
random curves with the same dn , d22, d33, (area, 
etc. of the power spectrum). 
' '1ft# 
Calculate P { h) • 
Compare results to determine· whether or not the 
distribution of rises and falls are similar 
enough to disregard any differences.· If this 
is so, it is an indication that only a similarity 
between the area, and _second and fourth moments 
of the power spectrum are necessary in order that 
two random curves have the same distribution of 
rises and falls. 
(4) Follow the same procedure· for other random curves,·-· 
either verifying the results of three or, if. 
necessary, determining other factors, the_ varia'tion 
of which will have a significant effect on the·· 
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· The purpose )of this appendix is twofold: ( 1) as a 
>~ 
partial check on the validity of the series solution for 
Gm ( r, s, b) and ( 2 ) to outline a method by which a check 
can be made on the computer silution for p1 (h). 
Consider the double integral given by . · 
~o(o,b)= J00 f: e[xZ.+2.bxr+lZ.J J.x ~ 
0 
•. 1 




(1) Apply a transformation of coordinat·.e_t;t ·wh-ic.Ji·· ·will. 
eliminate the cross term. 
Let F = x 2 + 2bxy + y2 
Let 11 = )( + by 
1. 2 2 Then .. F -~ 1 = (1-b )y 
Therefore let l~ = V ..... '1-. ---b-2-y 
Then the t)ans.formation 
11 = X + by 
12. = V1 - b 2 y 
reduces F to 
F = '~ + ~~ 
The Jacobian of the t,;rax1~·f-c>z$.:a?t;,:::L.tln_ is given by 
. 2 ~1/2 l JI = (.1-b ) 
... 
:-. 
so that the area dx dy in the xy plane trtansforms into 
·~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
6 ft_ef. 3, p. 205. (See Bibliogr~phy) 
. . 
•.· ................... ·: ······' -····. ··-· ............. . 



























the area (1 - b')dt1 d} in the~ 1 , , 2 
Figure 6). 
> 




The line y = 0 transforms . into the line !'2. = 0 while 
the line x = 0 ·transforms into the line given by 
· "{,-= 6ti.. 
V 1-b2. 
I 
... ·-"'* 3 3· · ·-- --- --····-··· .. 
Hence ·the area of integration is that includ·ed b·etween the 
lines 
~. = b 's; 
v,- ~la 
double integral now becomes The 
. 'Z, z.. I 
---
· C::t. ( o, b) = f ~ e-<~, -r~~) (I-JI) z.c:;£ fs 1 4'_ ~2-
Changing to polar coordinates, 
let- ~. = 
fi.= 
r cos Q 
r sin 8-






/where tan & 0 = i1 - b2 b ( \b\-C.' ) 
E:v.a.lua.t ing G0 ( o , b) : I 




_ (1-6) ~,~- ====·' 
- ~. V1-k2.. 
If' b<. I·, art .tan V 1 - b~ = arc cos b, hence 
b 
Go00, b) • arc cos b 
2 V1 '.'" b2 
. . ~-- ~-
. . . 
. ... 





Expanding this in 
' ' 
·, 
G0 (o, b) = 
»--.....:..i..-~ ........ ~, .. ~ ... ~-.... - .. -..w.--,-.. • 
a power series 
rr - b + h 21T -






From the definiti. on of G (r, s, b) in equation· (30·2-10) 
m 
the following is ob~ained: .... 2i 
G_(O. b) = ~ (-1r..,b (f ,.,_(o)) 
0 ' . i- ff\ ! ,:- . . 
(Recall that Gm(r, s, b) = Gm(r, ·b) when r a s)_0 -
The following are easily shown, using f a~. defined i.n e:q_µ~t--~9n_: 
(3.2-7): 
'·· 
f(OJ • frr 
2 
-r--1-·(·o·). - 1 
. )'~ .. 
J,11 (OJ = fif 
rlll{O)= 4 
f (n)(O) :;: 2.(n•ll f(n--ZJ (0) 
s:ub_s·ti tuti 1!g the .. se for a0 : 
:G __ · .· (·o -· b·_)_·. = 
··O . ' .. J • . • • • TT 4 
.., 
.... -~ 
+ o o· o·· 
.,: 
A more gener~l. comparison of the seri·e·s is po:s_s,i:b:1e:. by 
not_:i:_ng the · ·rormati.01·1 irt th·e. fi_rst serie·_s :p·f :a_ .rec-urrence 
formula for the derivat:i:ves. at· -:t, ~., ·o simi-:lar· to: that of f 
i-n, ·t11e. s-econd. ., .. ·· ;.x 
,.. '~ ... , 
This method __ ._.Qf' ·ey.a.lµa·t-$.on-. 9.£ th-e· :·cto·u_ble. integral wh~n-: 
the linear terml?: ,are rtr-is::sing· can be carr:i.~d a step further.:, 
providing: tht~ ni:~a-h's ·fo.r ~, Gheck on p1 (h_) :at t.he value h = Oo. 
. ,. 






b arc cos b 
V1 - b 2 :··1 .... :, ·. .t ~2: ). 
!t.ll!i . . . -0 
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